Abstract-Recently, various criteria for constructing wiretap lattice coset codes have been proposed, most prominently the minimization of the so-called flatness factor. However, these criteria are not constructive per se. As explicit constructions, well-rounded lattices have been proposed as possible minimizers of the flatness factor, but no rigorous proof has been given. In this paper, we study various well-rounded lattices, including the best sphere packings, and analyze their shortest vector lengths, minimum product distances, and flatness factors, with the goal of acquiring a better understanding of the role of these invariants regarding secure communications. Simulations are carried out in dimensions four and eight, yielding the conclusion that the best sphere packing does not necessarily yield the best performance, not even when compared to other well-rounded lattices having the same superlattice. This motivates further study and construction of well-rounded lattices for physical layer security.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wiretap channels were first described by Wyner [1] as a communication model where an eavesdropper (Eve) is trying to intercept the data transmitted between two legitimate parties (Alice and Bob). In our setting, Alice transmits data over a fading channel to a receiver Bob, while Eve receives the data over another, degraded 1 fading channel. See [2] for a more general introduction to physical layer security.
We will consider a single-input single-output (SISO) fast Rayleigh fading channel model [3] , which after phase cancellation is equivalent to sending real codewords x ∈ C ⊂ R n component-wise through the (real) channel. The vectors received by Bob and Eve are respectively given by y B = H B x + n B and y E = H E x + n E (1) where H B = diag(h i ) (resp. H E ) is an n × n diagonal matrix with Rayleigh distributed fading coefficients h i normalized to E[(h i ) 2 ] = 1, and n B ∈ R n (resp. n E ) is a real Gaussian noise
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vector where each entry has variance σ 2 B (resp. σ 2 E ). See [3] , [4] for more details.
Lattice coset codes for fading wiretap channels were proposed in [4] . The overall codebook consists of vectors from a lattice Λ B , which is chosen such that Bob is able to decode correctly with high probability. A second lattice Λ E ⊂ Λ B is chosen in order to confuse the eavesdropper. A codeword x is the sum of the message m ∈ Λ B /Λ E (for chosen coset representatives) and a random vector r ∈ Λ E , x = m + r. Consequently, the information rate is determined by the nesting index (=ratio of the fundamental parallelotope volumes)
, not the actual codebook size. The vector x is chosen as a random representative of the coset belonging to the intended message, chosen from a finite region.
For a finite codebook C R n the data rate R := 1 n log 2 (|C|) in bits per channel use (bpcu) is split between the information rate R i from Alice to Bob, i.e., the actual amount of information transmitted, and random bits R c added to confuse the eavesdropper
.
Increasing the number of coset representatives and thus increasing R c reduces border effects but increases the average energy by increasing the codebook size.
In [5] - [7] , a connection between Eve's correct decoding probability (ECDP) and the mutual information between Eve's received signal and the message has been established, in that both of these secrecy measures can be upper bounded by the flatness factor [7] . Thus, we can use Eve's correct decoding probability ECDP to measure how much information she can acquire from y E 2 . An analytic approximation for ECDP is developed in [4] as
2 Note that even a relatively high ECDP does not mean that Eve gains any information. Due to coset coding, there will be a coset representative closeby regardless of how big the noise is, as demonstrated by the lower bound
amounts to Eve guessing uniformly at random among the message set, corresponding to zero information between the message and Eve's received signal.
A. Related work and contributions
In [8] , a Universal Software Radio Peripherals (USRP) implementation of a wiretap channel was carried out, demonstrating the advantages of lattice coset coding vs lattice codes without coset coding. Well-rounded lattices have been previously proposed [9] - [11] as good lattices for coset codes, based on various performance measures (ECDP, flatness factor, mutual information) [4] - [7] , and shown to outperform nonwell-rounded ones -this serves as our starting point here.
The main contribution of this paper is to show by actual fading wiretap simulations that the choice within the family of well-rounded lattices is nontrivial. Namely, well-rounded lattices which are not optimal sphere packings seem to outperform the best sphere packings at the low SNR regime wiretap channels. This seems to be, not so surprisingly, thanks to a good combination of the (long) shortest vector length and the (small) kissing number, hinting towards generic well-rounded lattices, which have not been studied in this context before. Generic well-rounded lattices are well-rounded lattices with minimal kissing number. For instance, Z n is generic wellrounded, but on the other hand has the worst possible shortest vector length among well-rounded lattices. Constructing a variety of good (generic) well-rounded lattices will hence be an interesting future research task.
For computing the expected flatness factors of the lattices under study, we use the approximation derived in [12] , also utilized in [11] .
II. PRELIMINARIES ON LATTICES
A lattice Λ is a discrete subgroup of R n , i.e., there exist basis vectors {v 1 
If the rank k of the lattice equals the dimension, k = n, Λ is called a full (rank) lattice. A lattice is called fully diverse, if its nonzero vectors have no zero coordinates. In this paper, we only consider full-rank full-diversity lattices.
Let Λ be a lattice in R n for n ≥ 2. For x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R n we denote by
• S(Λ) = {x ∈ Λ : ||x|| = λ1(Λ)} the set of shortest vectors.
• dp,min(Λ) = inf 0 =x∈Λ n i=1 |xi| the minimum product distance of Λ.
• κ(Λ) = #S(Λ) the kissing number of Λ.
We review next the definition of the flatness factor as given in [13] . The flatness factor was first introduced as a design criterion for wiretap channels in [7] , and has been also considered in [5] , [6] , [11] . The flatness factor characterizes the deviation of the lattice Gaussian PDF from the uniform distribution on the voronoi region V(Λ):
The flatness factor of a full-rank lattice is defined as
where g n (Λ E + u; σ) is the n-dimensional Gaussian zeromean probability density function with variance σ 2 , and we can maximize over R n by periodicity.
The Poisson summation formula yields the following useful equaliy:
where Θ Λ is the lattice theta series.
It has been suggested in the literature that one should minimize the expected flatness factor of the faded lattice Λ H,E = H E Λ E , where the expectation is taken over H E . Namely, the ECDP can be upper bounded by the average flatness factor (see e.g. [13, Eq. (12) ] and references therein):
A. Well-rounded lattices
In the traditional wireless communications setting, for a fixed dimension n, it is well known that to protect against additive noise one should choose a lattice with a large λ 1 , i.e., good sphere packing. On the other hand, in order to protect against fading (in the high SNR range), we should choose a lattice with a large d p,min (Λ). Unfortunately, there is no obvious tradeoff between maximizing the sphere packing density and maximizing the minimum product distance.
In wiretap channels using lattice coset codes, the performance of the eavesdropper is closely related to the flatness factor and hence to the lattice theta series. A crude estimate of the theta series is given by truncation to the first term, since the shortest vectors contribute the most. However, this is not the entire truth as we know, namely the kissing number also plays a role. If we blindly maximize the shortest vector length, we end up with the best lattice sphere packing. As the best sphere packings are not known in every dimension and may not be constructible as a sublattice of a given index of a given superlattice as required in wiretap coset coding, a possible strategy to get good sphere packing/product distance is to use well-rounded (WR) lattices. Namely, the local maxima of the lattice sphere packings are called extremal, and by a well-known theorem of Voronoi, a lattice is extremal if and only if it is perfect and eutactic [14] . Furthermore, all perfect lattices belongs to a larger class of lattices called well-rounded, see Definition 3 below. Hence, all the optimal sphere packing lattices are well-rounded.
If we on the other hand would like to minimize the kissing number, the right concept is that of generic well-rounded lattices [15] . To get an understanding of the interplay of the shortest vector length and the kissing number, one may consider a range of well-rounded lattices between optimal sphere packings and generic well-rounded lattices (e.g. Z n ) [15] . On the other hand, it is often preferred to use an orthogonal lattice for Bob, so it is particularly interesting to consider (nonorthogonal) well-rounded sublattices of orthogonal lattices. We will next define these concepts more rigorously.
Definition 2: A rank n lattice Λ is well-rounded (WR), if span R (S(Λ)) = R n . Definition 3: A rank n lattice Λ is generic well-rounded (GWR), if it is well-rounded and κ(Λ) = 2n.
Definition 4: The
The following simple lemma [9] relates the volume of a WR sublattice to the length of its minimal vectors using Hermite constants.
Lemma 1: For a full-rank WR lattice of volume V it holds that
n , where γ n is the Hermite constant for dimension n.
It is possible to find all WR sublattices of a given lattice and a given index by searching through all possible combinations of vectors of suitable lengths, as described by Lemma 1. For instance, the WR nonorthogonal lattices used in our simulations were found after few minutes of randomly testing combinations of integer vectors of same length for linear independence, and then using the LLL-algorithm to determine λ 1 for the lattice they generate.
B. Well-rounded lattices from number fields
Let us next give a short recap on lattice construction from canonical embeddings of real number fields and their ideals. Real number fields are known to provide a reasonable solution to the problem of constructing lattices that are good for both Rayleigh fading and Gaussian channel. For more details, see [3] .
A number field K is a finite extension of the field of rationals Q. The ring of integers of K is denoted by O K . If the degree of K over Q is [K : Q] = n, then K has r 1 real embeddings and 2r 2 complex embeddings into C, where n = r 1 + 2r 2 . If r 2 = 0, then the field is called totally real. In this paper we only consider totally real number fields as they provide full diversity r 1 + r 2 = r 1 + 0 = n [3] . Let now K be a totally real number field and denote its embeddings by {σ 1 , . . . , σ n }. The canonical embedding
In [16] , [17] , some of the best known sphere packings in low dimensions were constructed from real number fields. In our simulations we will consider the construction of D 4 from [16] and E 8 from [17] , which we explain in more detail in the next section.
III. CONSTRUCTIONS OF Z
4 , Z 8 , D 4 , AND E 8 LATTICES
FROM NUMBER FIELD EXTENSIONS
We will also consider WR sublattices of the optimal rotations of Z 4 and Z 8 in terms of the minimum product distance proposed by Viterbo et al. [18] , [19] . We refer to these rotated Z n lattices by 'Krus4' and 'Cyclo8' respectively. The basis matrices are given in Appendix. The Cyclo8 lattice has a rotated 2E 8 as a sublattice since 2E 8 ⊆ Z 8 . We will compare the sublattices having the best sphere packing shape to randomly found nonorthogonal well-rounded sublattices of Krus4 and Cyclo8 (denoted by 'WR nonortho' in the tables below), which are not isometric to the best sphere packigns. The generator matrices are given in the previous footnote. For the generators of the rotations, see [19] . The choice of these sublattices is based on trying to simultaneously obtain a long shortest vector and a low kissing number, along the lines suggested in the previous section.
In addition to the rotated Z 4 lattice, we will consider an algebraic construction of the best sphere packing lattice D 4 in dimension 4. It is preferable to construct the desired lattice as a twisted embedding [16] of a (principal) ideal, as we then have a simple formula to calculate the minimum product distance as explained above. The lattice is constructed as an algebraic rotation of the D 4 lattice using the maximal real subfield of a cyclotomic field, namely a field of the form K s = Q(ζ s +ζ The case s = 15 can be discarded using a simple number theoretic argument, leaving s = 16 as the next option, see [16] for more details. As a sublattice for Eve, we take 4D 4 which has nesting index 4 4 = 256. This yields an information rate of 2 bpcu with a confusion rate of 1 bpcu (8-PAM) or 2 bpcu (16-PAM).
In order to construct E 8 from K s similarly as above, the possible candidates are s = 17, 32, 34, 40, 48, 60. One can also use the fact that 2E 8 is a sublattice of Z 8 , then use a rotated version of Z 8 in order to get a rotated E 8 with a good product distance. In fact, the optimal rotation Cyclo8 of Z
8
[18] is constructed on K 17 . Hence, we can use it to get E 8 as an embedding of a Z-module in K 17 (see [20] ). However, this construction has a smaller product distance than another version of E 8 from [17] constructed from an ideal in O K60 , which we use for our simulations. As a sublattice, we choose 2E 8 having nesting index 256. This yields an information rate of 1 bpcu with a confusion rate of 1 bpuc (4-PAM) or 2 bpcu (8-PAM).
A. Comparison of the key lattice invariants
In Tables I and II , we depict the minimum product distance, shortest vector length, kissing number, and the average energy for the lattices under comparison. We can see how the PAM signaling causes suboptimal average energy for the D 4 and E 8 superlattices due to their skewness. It is also evident from the simulations in the next section that the relationship between the shortest vector length and kissing number is nontrivial. Fig. 1 displays the ECDP upper bounds in terms of the expected flatness factors (EFF) (cf. (5)) computed by using the approximation from [12] . We can see that for 8-dimensional WR lattices (behavior of 4-dimensional lattices is very similar) the curves almost coincide, and the small differences do not necessarily give the performance order observed in the simulations in the next section. Hence, choosing the lattice with the smallest EFF alone may not yield the desired outcome. Furthermore, even though the differences in the EFFs of the lattices are negligible, the simulations show a very clear difference in the actual ECDP performance, even beyond 10 dB depending on the SNR range.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
When using coset coding every message (coset) is being assigned several different codewords. A sender (Alice) chooses and sends a random codeword that represents the intended message. From the decoding perspective, two codewords λ, μ in the lattice Λ B represent the same message if λ − μ ∈ Λ E , where Λ E ⊂ Λ B is a sublattice. The choice of Λ E can heavily influence the information leakage to a possible eavesdropper. We use the Planewalker sphere decoder implementation [21] for our coset code simulations, with around 10 6 channel realizations per SNR. The depicted SNR is the SNR observed by Eve. However, the same plot can be used for Bob's correct decision probability, by looking at relatively higher SNRs compared to Eve's as we assume σ
Both in dimension 4 and 8, the well-rounded nonorthogonal lattice outperforms the other lattices in the regime close to the asymptote corresponding to uniform guessing. The curves cross at higher SNRs, after which the Costa D 4 , E 8 constructions become better, so the choice of the best lattice also depends on the target ECDP. Fig. 2 shows the performance of different 4-dimensional lattices using 16-PAM. The results with 8-PAM are very similar, except that the crossing point of the curves is slightly above ECDP = 10 −2 . In Fig. 3  (top) , different 8-dimensional lattices are compared with 8-PAM. Again, the results with 4-PAM are very similar, except that all the curves ultimately get to the asymptote, and the crossing point is slightly higher, just above ECDP = 10 −2 . We also remark again that using PAM signaling for the non-orthogonal superlattices is suboptimal (more so than for orthogonal lattices) in terms of average transmission energy. To this end, we also ran simulations with spherical shaping, depicted in Fig. 3 (bottom) . The differences get a lot smaller, and the crossing point seems to disappear. In the interesting low SNR regime, the WR nonorthogonal sublattice still outperforms the others. Furthermore, spherical encoding and decoding are much more complex than that of cubic (i.e., with a symmetric PAM coefficient set) constellations. It also makes bit labeling a delicate problem.
V. DISCUSSION
As future work, it remains to rigorously prove that the minimizer of the flatness factor arises from the family of well- rounded lattices. As we have seen, the relationship between the kissing number and shortest vector is subtle and also deserves more attention -a lattice with a shorter shortest vector yields worse worst case performance, while a lattice with a bigger kissing number but with a longer shortest vector yields a better worst-case scenario, but hits the worst case more often. To this end, (generic) well-rounded lattices should be studied in more detail, in particular with the goal of finding the ones with large λ 1 and small κ, possibly identifying an explicit tradeoff between the two. Furthermore, the simulation results imply that the flatness factor (approximation) may not be sufficient for predicting the performance gap and order of different coset codes. Nevertheless, choosing lattices with small flatness factor to start with is still worthwhile as this guarantees good upper bounds for the ECDP.
